
Dear Linda On Oregon - Part 2
By Anna Von Reitz

Everyone born in this country has been given an inestimable gift and
great power; however, along with that power goes great 
responsibility.  

Everyone who is honest (the root word is in common with 
"honorable") has the fundamental basis of being honorable and of 
acting in honor, but without honesty, there is no honor possible.  
That's why it is so cloying to hear people drone on about "acting in 
honor" and "standing in honor" when they are lying through their 
teeth.

Liars and thieves and con artists have no honor.  None. Zero. Nada.  
By definition. 

I have just presented you all with proof in their own words preserved
on the Global Family International Trade Bank channel of 
Mattermost. Turns out that those "aggrieved" parties taking up 
massive amounts of time at The Oregon Assembly meetings bad-
mouthing me and the Federation, have known all along that my bank
wasn't involved and neither was I, but for months they've 
been knowingly blaming me and  and "my" bank for things they did 
themselves.  And they have been deliberately lying to all of you.  
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Honor?  Do people who do things like this have the right to use the 
word? 

No thanks to them, even the PMA Credit Union is still standing, and 
the money is being returned to everyone, those who have urgent 
needs first, and then, first come, first served.  

Honor? Integrity? Fairness? Truth? Self-Governance? 
Accountability? None of them deserve to be in the same room with 
me, nor with any honest person seeking to restore the government 
owed to Oregon.  If I were The Oregon Assembly members, I'd kick 
them out without a backward glance.  They don't "have to" join The 
Oregon Assembly, and when they pull stunts like this, you don't have
to retain them as members, either. 

You have to ask yourselves, if they'd pull this with the banks --- what
else might they do down the road?  Who or what will be "targeted" 
next? 

If they'd knowingly lie about me and "my" bank, wouldn't they also 
lie about you and anything you were doing?  

The Oregon Assembly has plenty of reason and provocation to: (1) 
demand that only papered up and fully declared members be allowed
to speak at meetings; (2) only papered up members get to vote; and 
(3) and the names of these liars be stricken from the membership 
rolls. 

Everyone will be glad to know that the LRS files have been 
recovered and will be translated to the ILRS/LRO.  As I said, I can't 
prove it, but the destruction of the LRS happened the same day that 
these miscreants started the bank run on their own credit union, and 
that's just a little bit too coincidental for me.  



On Tue, Aug 1, 2023 at 1:13 PM Linda Boubody  wrote:

Thank you Anna von Reitz for your timely and thorough reply.
Thank you to the other Oregon Assembly members for your feedback, and reply.

I encourage other Assembly members standing in Oregon to take your time, and when if 
ready, you wish to encourage our group to stand up, and reconvene meetings, with (dare I 
say) the current rules of order as a first order of business, to be reviewed, and perhaps even 
in advance of the next meeting, (as yet not determined), any suggestions for “updating or 
refreshing” the meeting etiquette and conduct, could be submitted in writing BEFORE 
discussion at a meeting.  This would save some time of discussion, and allow anyone with 
thoughts, suggestions, and feelings in the matter, to clarify, in writing, as the prompt for 
discussion and deliberation when we convene and HOPEFULLY MOVE FORWARD with 
meetings where more mutual and individual understanding is accomplished.  

It would seem to me that all of us will be in the position in the future of contributing to an 
assembly environment and assembly espirit de coure that has room for the newer members 
and room for members who have not yet experienced, and thus had no need to experience 
Grievance that rises to the need to bring it to EVERY MEETING.  

One more point of clarification.  It may well be part of our assembly business to air and 
address grievance at our “weekly” assembly meeting, but again, in as much as it is 
possible, perhaps a written paragraph summarizing the grievance that is to be brought, and 
to whom it is specifically directed, would insure that all parties to the conflict are there, in 
attendance, and ready with their most informed response.

Finally, we might all have a different definition of honor, so, I find the following list pretty 
comprehensive as a definition for honor in my mind.  What say you?  

01. Pay a compliment
02. Treat others with respect
03. Be understanding
04. Be patient
05. Ask questions
06. Challenge assumptions
07. Overlook mistakes
08. Forgive
09. Show compassion
10. Celebrate accomplishments
11.  Cheer someone on
12. Listen
13. Encourage
14. Learn from others
15. Help others
16. Find common ground
17. Appreciate your differences
18. Accept help
19. Be open- open your heart, open your eyes, open your mind
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter,
Linda, Living on THE LAND
BTW, I am an Oregonian born and bred, with some time living in Ohio, and California.  I have 
been, and always shall be a person that has that NorthWEST, Evergreen, Cascadia state of 
mind.  It is FOREVER my honor to Call OREGON my destiny.  Let us all be aware that it is a 



remarkable accident of birth, or good fortune to call Oregon our home.  Surely we can agree 
on this subject, and that is a start!
Respectfully, in honor of you, and on my honor,

LINDA WENKER ©
On Aug 1, 2023, at 12:56 PM, Anna von Reitz <avannavon@gmail.com> 
wrote:

Dear Linda Standing On Oregon: 

The very first thing you have to understand is that "the ASN 
Bank" hasn't even opened its doors yet, so all this talk about 
people depositing money in it and having it "stolen" --- is 
sheer lunacy and lies.  

The second thing you have to know is that I am involved in 
building an entirely new banking system which is in 
competition with both the Rothschild and Rockefeller banks,
which makes me and "my" bank a target. 

The third thing you need on your dashboard is that neither I 
nor "my" bank had anything to do with the California Credit 
Union Fiasco these people are gossiping about --- but one of 
the members of the Oregon Assembly, Darla Hamblin, was a
key Perpetrator.  

She has done everything in her power to blame me for 
something that she did. 

The fourth thing you need to know is that I have just 
published proof that Darla and the others knew what they 
were doing and knew all along that it had nothing to do with 
"my" bank.  

The bait they used was "my" bank and the switch they made 
was to a Private Membership Association (PMA) credit 
union.  The proof is plain to see on the Global Family 
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International Trade Bank channel on Mattermost, so go 
look.  

One of our folks smelled a rat and asked why she would 
have to join a PMA to have an account with our international
trade bank?  

Go see what you'll see and remember that I am not even a 
member of the PMA.

The whole thing was a set up, but not by Hunter Aki and not 
by me.  

I can't prove it (yet) but I believe that the same nest of 
instigators collapsed the international Land Recording 
System (LRS) on the same day they started the bank run on 
their own credit union. 

This is all standard operating procedure and it is all counter-
intuitive.  Why would they work so diligently to build up a 
credit union and get everyone they could to join it by fair 
means or foul ---and then, purposefully try to destroy it?  

It wasn't their credit union.  It was ---and is--- Hunter Aki's 
credit union.  They were targeting him ----and me, too, by 
association.  

They wanted to discredit us both and undermine "my" bank 
before it even opened its doors.  They have done what the 
rats always do --- they have blamed their victims and 
accused their victims of doing what they've done 
themselves. 



So when you hear the Hypocrites droning on about "standing
in honor" and acting aggrieved ----know what you are 
dealing with.

All the hand-waving about Tricia is just more of the same 
disruption-and-destruction agenda.  You will find that Tricia 
has done nothing wrong. Her only "sin" is that she stands 
between them and their objective, which is the hostile 
takeover of the Oregon Assembly by a group they have been 
grooming in the background, the so-called Oregon Statewide
Jural Assembly (OSJA) headed by Ron Vrooman. 

By playing upon people's public school indoctrination and 
the assumptions that they have about our government based 
on that indoctrination, they have been able to gather quite a 
crowd of people in a short time.  All their grandstanding 
about seating Grand Juries and issuing warrants, etc., attracts
those who have suffered injustice at the hands of the British 
Territorial Courts. 

So, their plan is to bring in their OSJA members and 
overwhelm The Oregon Assembly with numbers -- 
commandeer it, and substitute their organization for ours, 
after the Federation and the people in Oregon have worked 
almost five years to organize The Oregon Assembly.  It's 
another kind of Bait and Switch / Substitution Scheme --- 
just like the Brits came in after the Civil War and substituted 
their Territorial States-of-States for our American States-of-
States.

And that is why we called a "time out".  We don't intend that
they will succeed.  



We especially won't stand by and let them associate their 
OSJA organization with The Oregon Assembly.  

They would predictably pretend to "be" us, and proceed to 
take reckless, possibly violent, actions "in our name" ---  for 
which we would be blamed.  That would provide the excuse 
for the Federal Agencies to come in and arrest a whole lot of 
innocent people and a few rats, who would be quietly 
released after doing their job ---which is to infiltrate, 
implicate, and provide the excuse for violent suppression.  
Their agenda is to build it up to knock it down, similar to 
what they have tried to do with the bank affair described 
above.  

Tricia has done precisely the right thing to protect you and 
everyone else from that eventuality, and only those who 
stand with Tricia and maintain the separate status and 
identity of The Oregon Assembly will be recognized by the 
Federation and kept safe. 

For several years now, I have tried to explain the simple and 
self-evident fact that the Jural Assembly, Militia, and 
International Business Assembly are all subsets of the 
General Assembly. 

Those three functions are performed by members of the 
General Assembly, not some separate organization or 
contractor like the OSJA.  

That is the way it has always been, and if you have any 
common sense, it's the way it has to be --- otherwise, you'd 
have groups of people claiming authority and acting as 
vigilantes and setting up "courts" and issuing orders 
enforced by groups of thugs, all acting as "Jural Assemblies"



that aren't associated with and aren't answering to any actual 
State Assembly.  I have just described what Ron Vrooman 
has been pushing for the past three years --- a dissociated 
"Jural Assembly".   

We have the absolute guaranteed right to peaceably 
assemble.  We also have a Supreme Court decision agreeing 
that when our State Assemblies "peaceably assemble" and 
provide us with American Common Law Courts, the foreign 
Territorial and Municipal courts must stand down.  

We have to do it ourselves, we have to do it with the right 
standing, and we have to do it within the framework of the 
American Government our ancestors handed down to us. We
all have to educate ourselves and agree among ourselves and
do the work of our Government in a thoroughly responsible, 
even-handed, and non-violent manner. And we have to know
and stay within the limitations of our own jurisdiction, 
treaties, and contracts.   

The Federation works hard to help the Assemblies to get 
assembled again after a 150-plus year hiatus ---- and serves 
to protect and guide and educate the Assemblies and their 
members during the assembling process, but we are not a 
top-down government and the Federation, though it works 
for and must represent the best interest of the sovereign 
states, is not a sovereign entity.   

Tricia stepped forward as a volunteer, all on her own.  The 
Federation didn't "choose" her, we called for volunteers who 
were willing to undergo training and vetting to act as Go-
Betweens --- shuttling back and forth between the 
Federation and Assembly and working with both to "stand 
up" The Oregon Assembly and make sure that it is 



competent to perform the functions of an Assembly--- that 
is, hold meetings and conduct business in-State and 
internationally, provide American Common Law Courts, and
field a "well-regulated" State Assembly Militia. 

And bear in mind that the entire time that the Federation is 
standing in as Oversight for the assembling process taking 
place in the national jurisdiction --- and making sure that the 
Assemblies are American Assemblies and are not 
commandeered or corrupted at birth or making gross, 
possibly dangerous errors --- we still have all our own 
normal jobs and responsibilities, plus more, in international 
and global jurisdiction. 

It's a miracle that the Federation is still here, still able to 
function, still willing to function.  We have done so without 
any payment or consideration from the individual States of 
the Union for over 150 years and we are still standing up for 
America and guiding the Ship of State forward.  It's the 
States that are supposed to pay the Federation, not the other 
way around.  It's the States which must ultimately grow up 
and guide the Federation, not the other way around.  

All those who sincerely care about the fate of Oregon and 
your own safety and standing as a lawful Assembly -- need 
to rally around Tricia and accept the guidance of the 
Federation. You won't get through the Rothschild Tag Team 
any other way.   

And you, as a new member--- you are doing fine.  You are 
focused on the things that need to get done, that need to be 
learned, and that need to be overcome in order to move 
things forward.  You have an instinctive grasp of what's 



sensible and honorable, which should ultimately lead you to 
what is true and good. 

The actual Oregon Assembly known simply as The Oregon 
Assembly will reconvene as soon as all this nonsense settles 
down and it will resume in official standing only under the 
guidance of Tricia and/or additional Coordinators.  It's up to 
you all how long it takes to be fully reinstated.  

 
On Tue, Aug 1, 2023 at 7:25 AM Linda Boubody  wrote:

This is sent to half mailing list, as I am unable to send to all in one 
email.  Will send to other half and thus twice to you Anna.

To fellow Oregon Assembly members, and Anna von Reitz,
My family are very recent new members of Oregon Assembly. 
This email is sent to offer the voice and impression of 
someone at the front end of the learning curve.  A primary 
reason we have chosen to become an ASN in Oregon is due to
our knowledge from members in other States, for example, 
California and Nevada.  Our process to join has been 
administratively slow, but steady.  I have attended nearly 
every Oregon meeting for the past 4-5 months.  Explaining 
my journey in acquiring knowledge and understanding is only 
so you all might appreciate that this strife, and the manner in 
which it is handled has been quite a challenge.  Many 
members of Oregon Assembly have expressed a lack of trust 
in AVR, and the current coordinator, Tritia, and every meeting 
without exception has been quite bogged down in “process”, 
with many people in (thus far )  a perpetual state of 
“offended”, and plenty of accusation that some of their 
financial arrangements within the ASN bank were at best a 
disappointment and worst some nefarious fraud.
For my part, I have rarely spoken, since I am still in the learning phase.  The offended 
parties have DOMINATED most of our meetings, in unending efforts to persuade the 
members present at the meeting to their perspective.  

It would seem The Oregon Assembly has rules of conduct, during the meetings, that needed
review, and we even got bogged down in how to move votes forward in our meetings.

With this version of events, as summarized by a very new member, I ask that everyone 
consider the following:



To be in “honor” is it not best to take the grievance directly to the party that created the 
grievance.  

I currently have no grievance ( that I comprehend) with anyone in my state or any other, 
with regard to ASN, or The Oregon Assembly.

Is this assembly open to and interested in growing membership for people who wish to 
join, stand on THE LAND and learn all that one can about how “we the people” and “I the 
person” have significant rights, and responsibilities, and “non corporate” status to 
RECLAIM?  I ask because The Oregon Assembly meetings been enlightening, but have not
moved the “grown and welcoming of new members forward with virtually every meeting 
bogged down in a perpetual state of “grievance”.  

I have attended “learning sessions hosted by ASN from other states, and found them a 
treasure trove of “information” on some of the rights, responsibilities and methods to claim
non-corporate status and HOW TO embrace and claim of the and on the land status.  

Curiously, I have only recently attended opportunities to listen and learn what Anna von 
Reitz has to say, and have had time to read and review previously recorded presentations by
AVR.  My learning curve continues.

As for my fellow Oregon Assembly members, I am not offended, I do not know any of you 
well enough to comment, but I am certain, we are all members, and everyone starts with 
my trust, and everyone still has “honor” from my perspective.  Many of you might 
reconsider the subjects you wish to discuss during our assembly meetings, with the basic 
understanding that our assembly indeed, has self determination, BUT wouldn’t that include
referring to which standard of conduct , or previously agreed upon rules of order for 
conducting our meetings?  

Perhaps I am uninformed, regarding the goal and desire for Oregon to steadily grow our 
assembly?  With all due respect to all the long standing members, has your conduct at the 
meetings been “in honor” and respectful of EACH members right to express their views?  
While I do not yet have the meeting rules of conduct (as in how to call for a vote, etc. ) 
firm in my mind, it seems clear from recent meetings that even voting procedures are not 
fully understood by members in attendance.  

It is an absolute gift to all of us to even have the structure that exists to stand up ON THE 
LAND, represent our unique and collective perspectives and opinions, be a member of The 
Oregon Assembly, and have the generosity of members across the country in many states, 
having forums, clinics and recorded lectures on how best to embrace and utilize the Rights 
and responsibilities that HAVE LONG EXISTED, but also LONG been refuted and 
“legally (NOT legally) stolen from each of us by the “government” that exists today, and 
that was “taught” to us during our childhoods.

So I say to Anna, I say to Tritia, and I say to all our members, LET US stand up….spend 
some time at meetings reviewing the existing “rules of order” to bring newer members of 
the Assembly along, refer directly to the rule you are invoking when you say “may I” and 
express your views.  

To this day, I would still like everyone to clarify EXACTLY what Tritia did, which rule of 
the Oregon State Assembly was breached, and by whom, and for what reason.  If any one 



of us has a banking relationship with ASN, or with our own Oregon State Assembly 
account, this can be a personal issue, or a matter of public disclosure.  It IS NOT and 
CANNOT be both!

Finally, while many have been very generous sharing their knowledge, and many of you 
have been patient with members newer to Oregon State Assembly, the brutal truth is, this 
perpetual state of “Offense and questions of other members honor” is not confidence 
instilling for a newer member.  

Speak you peace, then stop hammering away at criticisms of any and all the long standing 
members Including AVR, as each person’s honor is their own, and there have been several 
members who opening and criticize other ASN members who are NOT present at the 
meeting to respond.  This does NOT seem to me to be a positive way to move YOUR 
HONOR forward, and it does NOT MOVE YOUR GRIEVANCE forward either.

I look forward to  learning more, about all of it, reading the Oregon State Assembly rules of
order, more thoroughly, and putting all of this “in fighting” behind us.  

If some in Oregon Assembly are not happy with ASN and Anna von Reitz speaking, 
writing and knowledge bank, please know, you are not required to listen, read or write to 
her.  For those of us that are still wishing and wanting to hear and read all assertions , and 
opinions, SO BE IT.    It seems to me, the current “parallel government” described as 
United States Government is the perpetual grievance source we need to all be aware of.  
Infighting with in our American Government does not move us toward our goal, 
individually or as the Oregon State Assembly.

Anna, and Tritia, reconsider your edict that our assembly “needs a time out”, and for the 
record, exactly WHO designates the “coordinator” for our Assembly? We the members, or 
AVR and the Federation of States?  I welcome a break, where perhaps meetings would 
occur every other week, but SHUTTING DOWN when decided by anyone but WE the 
actual members of The Oregon Assembly does not sound fair and just for WE, the 
MEMBERS, of The Oregon Assembly!?

Respectfully, and in honor, 
LINDA WENKER. © LW
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